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Eva, Kopi and Matcha 2.0

Synopsis:

◦ Evangeline Neo’s gallery of cultural differences continues 
with this follow-up to Eva, Kopi and Matcha. During her 
studies abroad in the United States and Japan, Eva’s 
early brushes with how things are in those countries left 
such an impression on her that she eventually recorded 
them in webcomics, which featured her imaginary pets: 
Kopi the dog and Matcha the cat.

◦ In this volume, readers are also regaled with often 
hilarious anecdotes of life abroad and comparisons 
between her home country of Singapore and places such 
as the United States, Vietnam, Indonesia and, of course, 
Japan. Some of her earlier works are also included here. 
Through her art and accounts, one realises that humour
might be the best cushion for culture shock.
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by Evangeline Neo



What Our Mothers Could Have Told Us: A 
Journey of Self-Discovery Through Motherhood

Synopsis:

◦ A humorous and heartfelt memoir of self-discovery through motherhood, 
based on the author’s experience in conceiving, delivering and raising a set 
of triplets while working and undertaking a PhD, along with the effects of 
migration thrown in. It showcases our journey and growth as mothers and 
more importantly, as women, and how we evolve and reinvent ourselves 
through the entire spectrum of motherhood, without losing sight of the 
physical and emotional balance at stake. It also acknowledges the strain on 
the spousal relationship along the way, and reflects on our relationship 
with our parents (and siblings) which in turn hard-wires our parenting 
style in a particular way vis-à -vis that of our spouse. It’s in essence, a 
validation of our fears, frustrations, hopes and accomplishments, and 
hopefully, what we can do to help retain our individuality, whilst doing 
right by our children.

◦
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by Haemala Thanasegaran



◦ High school is a harsh place. Perhaps more than 
any other social sphere, it’s all about playing the 
game, and being “in” with the right people. So 
when popular gal Kit and relative unknown David 
make a connection over his bluntness about her 
father’s recent death, everyone is more than a 
little surprised. When tragedy strikes, the way 
you see the world can shift, and sometimes that’s 
the best way to find new people to get you 
through. Not just your average “teen rom-com” 
read, this book deals with a number of darker 
themes that raise it above others in its genre.

Synopsis:
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by Julie Buxbaum

What To Say Next



◦ Y.A. novels may be “easier” reads, but that 
doesn’t mean they don’t explore very difficult 
topics. Tahir’s series is an exploration of freedom 
and humanity — big things Tahir deals with by 
creating her own world inspired by the Roman 
empire. You’ll find correlations with real history 
and mythology while turning these pages, and 
the changing perspectives from chapter to 
chapter will allow you to really invest in and 
connect to the brave and inspired lead 
characters.

Synopsis:
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by Sabaa Tahir

An Ember in the Ashes



◦ The author of the Golden Compass series has done 
it again. Set in a spin-off world from Compass, 
Pullman has created a new series so immersive 
you may start to imagine demons around you 
when you look up from the page. If you’ve been 
hoping for a way to go back to Lyra’s story, this 
is what you’ve been waiting for.

Synopsis:
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by Philip Pullman

The Book of Dust: La Belle 
Sauvage (Book of Dust, 

Volume 1)



◦ This timely and compelling debut tackles the issue of 
race relations in the U.S. with heart-stopping accuracy 
– i’s no wonder it became an instant New York Times 
bestseller. The main character, Justyce McAllister, is a 
top-performing student that left a rough neighborhood 
in hopes of pursuing his dream of attending an Ivy 
League. Everything comes crashing down when Justyce
and his best friend, Manny, experience the wrath of a 
white off-duty cop. Why? Because they were playing 
their music too loud. Shots are fired, and when the 
smoke clears, it’s Justyce who faces hate from the 
media.

Synopsis:
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by Nic Stone

Dear Martin
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我们致力让每一个孩子
爱上阅读，乐于思考！

Where reading and 

reasoning 

can help your child 

succeed in life!
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